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it creates a culture of openness and leads to innovation. so many interesting ideas have come out from customer support representatives and tech teams that have led to new products being created at bharatmatrimony. usually, if there is an interesting idea, we let the person decide a strategy, place
a team behind it and then execute the plan. bharatmatrimony is an online matrimonial portal, which was founded in january 1999 in india by four young entrepreneurs viz rajesh bhatt, hariharan. priyanka and ashish gulati, who are of three families from northern india. all these families originally came
from a single lineage known as bharat that had a common ancestor. the family members were united as a result of marriage in the middle of the 19th century and settled at various places in northern india. the four families came together to form this one family in one place. it was my fathers wish that

we keep the family name intact and keep the link with our one ancestry. hence, we are called bharat matrimony. rajesh bhatt, hariharan, priyanka and ashish gulati are the present owners and shareholders. the company has also a presence in south india. i read a lot of books on india and came to
know the difference between the people of india and the people of bharat, as well as the heritage of bharat. the most important thing that i learnt was the fact that we have a rich, ancient heritage and it is something that we should protect. i started to do an research into the different matrimonial

service providers and realised that most of them, were charging a lot of money for a simple service. there was no point in getting involved in it. i thought there was a need for a platform that would be easy to use and free.
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the first time when i launched the beta version of bharat matrimony, there was no paid membership option. i was surprised to see how many people were actually doing paid membership. it was about a month that i had thought about starting bharat matrimony. i had visited many other matrimonial
websites and realised the potential of online matrimony. i also realised that we are losing our heritage, and the fact that we are not keeping it alive is really sad. i realised that with a lot of dedication and hard work, we could build a strong brand and have a successful company. then we actually started
to see some people use it for paid membership. we realised that there was a lot of interest in doing it, but we didn't have the resources to handle the business. so, we had to borrow a lot of money to start the company. and all that money we borrowed was not for the company. it was for the business,

and we had to cover all our costs. we were generating about 30,000 paying members, and while that was good, it wasn't enough to cover our costs. matrimony.com acquired delhi-based online wedding services platform shaadisaga late last year and is integrating it into its wedding services business, a
move that could help bolster its presence in the northern and western markets. janakiraman believes the scope for growth from bharat or indias tier-iii markets is immense, and far higher than that of the metros or tier-i markets. over 40% of our users are from these markets and that number will only
increase. the introduction of upi (united payments interface) also made online payments simple for these consumers, and has encouraged paid membership, he says. he expects the online matchmaking category, estimated at 800 crore currently, to be largely driven by bharat to reach the2000-crore

mark within the next five years. 5ec8ef588b
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